It is known from spectral considerations that the entropy of an isometry T of a compact metric space with respect to a finite invariant Borel measure is zero. In this note we compute the entropy of such metric automorphisms by constructing an increasing sequence of finite <r-fields {$"} such that V,t°°_" PJ'(V""=1 Qn) is the Borel field 03 and such that the relative entropy of T given g", h(T, g"), is zero for each n. It then follows from a theorem of Sinai [3] that h(T) = 0.
We now proceed to the construction of the g". Let M denote a compact metric space, T an isometry of M and m a P-invariant probability measure on the Borel sets 03 of M. Given any sphere 5 in M with center x there exists a sphere S' with center x and radius less than that of 5 whose boundary, dS', has measure zero. For if the boundaries of all spheres contained in S and centered at x had positive measure then the measure of M could not be finite since all these boundaries are disjoint and there are a nondenumerable number of such sets. Thus for each xEM and each positive integer n, there exists a sphere S(e(n, x); x) with center x and radius e(n, x)<l/n such that m(dS(e(n, x); *))=0.
For each n, let An= {S(e(n, xj); x"):j=l, 2, • • • , kn} be a finite collection of the spheres described above which covers M, and define SFn to be the a-field generated by the sets in A". Define gi to be 5i and for w ^ 2, Qn to be the a-field generated by g"_i and ?".
We now show that g= V^_i g» =03. Let U be an open set and pEU. There is an e> 0 such that S(e, p) C U. Select n so large that 1/n < e/2 and consider the open cover An. There is aj such that 1 ^j^kn and pES(e(n, xf); xf). Sincee(n, xj) <l/n<e/2we havethat5(«(«, *"); *") ES(e, p). Thus for each pEU there is an open set UPE% which contains £ and is contained in U and it follows that U=[}{ Up:pEU}. Since M is second countable there is a countable number of the Up whose union is U. Thus UEQ and since U was an arbitrary open set 03 Cg. Since g is generated by open sets gC® and we have that 9 = 03.
Theorem. 1/ M is a compact metric space, T an isometry o/ M, and m a T-invariant probability measure on the Borel sets 03 o/ M then the m-entropy o/ T is zero.
Proof.
Let gn and ?" be the <r-fields constructed above. From a theorem of Sinai [3] , (see also Jacobs [2] ), we have that limn hiT, g") = hiT). We will show that for each integer n, Q"E Vy=i T~jign a.e. from which it follows that hiT, g") =0 and hence hiT) =0.
Since g" = V"_i 5v is the same tr-field as the c-field generated by thê 4/s for j = l, 2, • • • , n it is enough to show that 5(« (g; xv) ; xp) E V7=i r-^9" a.e. for g = l, 2, • • • ,nandp = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , kq.
Let q and p be given with 1 ^q^n and l^p^kq. Denote xv by y and «(g, xp) by e and consider the sphere 5(e; y). Since the closure of Ujt" " Tj(y) is a minimal set there exists a sequence {tr} of positive integers such that tr-^>+ oo and p(F~'r(y), y) ], 0. Since T is an isometry and sends spheres into spheres of the same radius, we have Sit; y) C lim inf T~''iSie; y)) C Km sup r-''(S(e; y)) C cl 5(«; y).
T T
Since m(dSie; y))=0 it follows that 5(t; y)=lim infr F_,>-(5(«; y)) a.e. and hence that 5(«; y)G Vyi! F-^ a.e.
Corollary. If M is a compact metric space and (M, T) is an equicontinuous dynamical system, i.e. the family {Tn} is equicontinuous then the m-entropy of T is zero for every T-invariant Borel probability measure m.
Proof. If pis a given metric on M, then p'(x, y) = sup {p(F"x, Tny):
-co <«< -(-oo ] is an equivalent metric on Mand the equicontinuity of {T"} implies that T is an isometry with respect to p'. The Theorem and Corollary were suggested by Examples 1 and 1(a) of [1] .
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